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Note from Pastor Kevin Lea: Nineteen hundred years ago, God gave the Apostle John a
remarkable vision of the future. In Revelation 13, John describes a day when no one will be able
to buy or sell anything without a “mark” on their hand or forehead. The article below describes
new technology that makes fulfillment of this prophecy possible for the first time in history. We
can expect that soon, all cash and barter transactions will be subject to detection by the watchful
computer database eye of the coming global police state. According to Revelation 13, those who
are judged to be enemies of the state will have their access to the economic system disabled.
Only the true God, Who stands outside of time, could translate John into heaven and instruct him
to record in the Book of Revelation these visions of the future. Why did He? So that those who
have ears to hear and eyes to see would be convinced that, just as these biblical prophecies are
true, the biblical gospel is also true: That Jesus, as the God-Man, came to earth to rescue those
who believe from sin.
Many are hearing the footsteps of the Second Coming of Jesus - Are you?
In an article I wrote in late October 2011 (“NJ Transit Ushers In Cashless Society
With Google Wallet App For Smartphone Payment”), I detailed a new policy
being implemented at New Jersey Transit stations and Newark Liberty
International Airport Rail Station, as well as in Penn Station and the New York
Port Authority Bus Terminal in New York. At the time, I deemed the program,
“the most recent Orwellian Big Brother policy under the guise of greater traveler
convenience; a cover story for privacy intrusion that is becoming more and more
popular when attempting to introduce the hi-tech police state security grid.”
Essentially, the new procedure being introduced is a wireless payment program
that allows passengers to wave their smartphones in front of a special sensor in
order to purchase a ticket for travel. The sensor is located on the ticket vending machine and both the train
and bus tickets are accessed via Google Wallet – an app that provides for wireless payment capabilities.
In the article mentioned above, I argued that the implementation of such technology is the foreshadowing
of the coming cashless society which itself will play a major role in the totalitarian police state control
grid being established right before our eyes.
Unfortunately, however, the police state and the cashless society have moved beyond the use of
smartphones and other pieces of hard technology by which to establish themselves as the new normal in
the minds and the culture of an entire generation.
Taking the cashless control grid one step further, an article published on August 8, 2011 in Technology
Review, entitled “Beyond Cell Phone Wallets, Biometrics Promise Truly Wallet-Free Future,” explains
that major corporations are not even waiting for the “digital wallet” to catch on. They are actually moving
forward with a system that will allow for an individual to swipe their palm, not their phone, in front of a
digital recognition device in order to gain access to various buildings, pay for merchandise, or otherwise
identify oneself…
To read this article in its entirety, go to: http://www.activistpost.com/2011/12/invasion-of-veinscanners.html

